Randomized Pield Experiments
Randomized field experiments should be explicitly authorized in law and encouraged in evaluation policy äs a device for estimating the effects of new projects, program variations, and program components.
Randomized field tests of new programs, program components, or program variations are a scientifically credible device for obtaining interpretable evidence about a program1s effects. But they are demanding with respect to the requirement that individuals or schools or other organizational units must be assigned randomly to program variations or to program versus control conditions.
The usefulness of randomized tests, in principle, is generally not at issue in Professional discussions about estimating the impact of programs. That is, there is substantial agreement that when experiments are conducted properly, estimates of effects will be unbiased.  The conditions under which experimental design can be or should be employed are more debatable, however (e.g., Cronbach and others, 1980? Boruch, 1975). How precedent, pilot tests, ethics, and law constrain or enhance feasibility is considered briefly below.
Precedent
Some opponents of controlled randomized tests maintain that randomized experiments are rarely feasible in field settings.  The references in Section B of the bibliography constitute evidence against the claiin:  the reports listed cover some recent, high-quality experiments.
Randomized field tests have been undertaken, for example, to get at the effects of new law enforcement procedures (Sherman and Berk, 1984, 1985) and innovative methods for improving court efficiency (Partridge and Lind, 1983). They have been used to assess the relative benefits and costs of special health Services delivery methods and practices, e.g., day care for the chronically ill and medical information Systems. They have produced good evidence on the effects of diversion projects for delinquent youths in California, telephone conferencing in administrative law hearings in New Mexico, post-prison subsidy programs in Texas and Georgia, and nutrition education projects in Nebraska.
Not all attempts to use randomized field tests succeed, of course. The procedure may and indeed has been corrupted in medical experiments, e.g., early tests of the effects of enriched oxygen environments on retrolental fibroplasia (Silverman, 1977).  And they have failed at times in formal efforts to evaluate court procedures, educational innovations, and other social programs (e.g., Gönner, 1977).
Judging from precedent, however, it is not impossible to assign individuals or other units randomly to programs for the sake of fair estimates of program effects.  Good randomized experiments have indeed been mounted. The reasons for successes and failures need to be studied.

